Analysis of Marketing Opportunity Increase based on Consumer Criteria for Hydroponic Vegetable Producers in Surabaya
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Abstract

Consumer is one of the influential factors in marketing. The study was conducted to analyze the increase in marketing opportunities based on consumer criteria for hydroponic vegetable producers in Surabaya. The research was carried out in Surabaya from Mei to June 2018. This type of research is observational analysis with survey methods on three producers about the relationship between producers and consumers according to their respective producers. Data were analyzed with AHP (Analysis Hierarchy Process) and the process used Expert Choice 2000. Data were examined using descriptive or qualitative analysis and quantitative analysis. Quantitative analysis includes a scale of trust and commitment measurement. The distribution of hydroponics vegetables at “Kebunsayur Surabaya” prioritizes ‘restaurant’ and ‘hotel’, “JawaRa Farm” prioritizes ‘kale suppliers’ and “One STOP Hydroponics” prioritizes ‘individual customers’ (vegetable displays).
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INTRODUCTION

Vegetable production is an essential sector in global agribusiness, especially for Indonesia’s economy and development, because it has the ability to increase agricultural productivity compared to cereals and other staple crops (Johnson et al., 2008). Vegetable production in Indonesia has experienced a significant growth, yet has a relatively low share of the global vegetable industry. Improvements in agricultural practices, availability of several crop varieties and improved irrigation infrastructure are some of the reasons for increasing vegetable production that has recently been observed (Mariyono, 2019). Vegetable cultivation must be carried out to meet the increasing market needs. Vegetable cultivation systems with hydroponic techniques are solutions to the challenges of urban farmers. Hydroponics is a technology for growing plants in nutrients solutions with or without the use of artificial medium to provide mechanical support (Kumar and Cho, 2014). Hydroponic system can produce higher quality vegetable products continuously compared to conventional agriculture. In the context of sustainable agriculture, hydroponics is an attractive resource in terms of saving water and fertilizer, which is becoming increasingly relevant especially in the countries with a lack of rain or inadequate quality...
water and limited ability of farmers to afford the costs of buying large quantities of fertilizer (Sambo et al., 2019). Hydroponic vegetable production in “Kebun Sayur Surabaya”, “JawaRa Farm” and “One STOP Hydroponics” is 100% free of pesticides. This system at least minimizes chemicals that are polluting the environment.

Hydroponic vegetable producers tend to cultivate hydroponic vegetables by considering market opportunities. “Kebun Sayur Surabaya” cultivates Western vegetable products that include green oak lettuce, green leaf lettuce, red leaf lettuce, red oak lettuce and romaine and oriental vegetable product of water spinach. “JawaRa Farm” only produces oriental vegetables, such as red spinach, green spinach, batik spinach, bok choy and water spinach. “One STOP Hydroponics” grows Western hydroponic vegetables including green oak leaf and green romaine and oriental vegetables, such as red spinach, green spinach and water spinach.

Marketing in the agricultural sector is carried out to increase production. It has an effective policy to improve producers’ income and consumers’ purchasing power, especially on food products. Right decision for producers to sell their products is to manage an effort to increase their income. Purchase decision making of consumer is the decision making process and physical activity an individual engages in when evaluating, acquiring, using or disposing goods and services (Khuong and Duyen, 2016). Therefore, this is a process of purchasing one of several alternative solutions to problems with a real follow-up. After that, consumers evaluate their choices and then determine their next attitude.

In making decision, consumers play the roles of the initiators, influencers, deciders, buyers and users (Harahap, 2015). Producers should recognize these roles since they affect the process in designing products, determining messages and allocating promotional budget costs and creating a marketing program that suits the buyer (Swasta dan Handoko, 2000). The number is determined by the price, location and completeness. Consumers will pay attention to quality attributes or instructions in buying vegetables, especially hydroponic vegetables. Information about consumers’ preferences is needed to determine consumers’ desire (Yasmin et al., 2017), assuming that more information will be favored by consumers (Seo et al., 2019). Their desires and needs can be available with their preferences. Consumer behavior is the study of the processes involved when people choose, buy, use, or discard a product, service, idea or experience to satisfy their needs and desires. Consumer behavior denotes as a process that includes problems effecting consumers before, during and after purchase (de Mooij, 2019). This study aims to analyze the increase in marketing opportunities based on the criteria of consumer criteria for hydroponic vegetable producers in Surabaya.

**MATERIALS AND METHOD**

This research was conducted in Surabaya from May to June 2018. The respondents in this study were hydroponic vegetable producers in “Kebun Sayur Surabaya”, “JawaRa Farm” and “One STOP Hydroponics”, located in Surabaya. In collecting data, questionnaires, interviews and documentation techniques were implemented. The research instruments were questionnaires, cameras, notebooks, stationeries and tape recorders and other recording devices.

This research included observational analysis using a survey on three producers about the relationship between producers and consumers according to their respective producers. The level of all producers, “Kebun Sayur Surabaya”, “JawaRa Farm” and “One STOP Hydroponics”, is above the average. These criteria were identified by purposive sampling. The data were analyzed with AHP (Analysis Hierarchy Process) and processed using Expert Choice 2000. The analytic hierarchy process is a decision-making analysis technique that helps hydroponic vegetables producers to choose the distribution of hydroponic vegetables. The data analysis in the study utilized a scale of trust and commitment measurement (Morgan and Hunt, 2012). The data used were the primary data collected through by observations and interviews. The conceptual framework is explained in Figure 1. The hierarchical structure concepts of research on “Kebun Sayur Surabaya”, “JawaRa Farm”, “One STOP Hydroponics” are successively presented in the Figure 2, Figure 3 and Figure 4.
Figure 1. Conceptual framework of this research

Figure 2. The hierarchical structure concept of the research on “Kebunsayur Surabaya”
Note:
Criteria: A chart was utilized to reach the decision-making goal of the hydroponic vegetable marketing channel based on five priority elements, namely: termination cost, benefit relations, shared value, communication and non-opportunistic behavior assessed by a paired comparison scale in Figure 2.
Sub-criteria: The chart was used to select the priority of choices (A or B) in the sub-criteria of the five criteria factors. Termination cost A: prospective customer; B: product fulfillment standard; relation benefit A: benefit, B: satisfaction and comfort; shared value A: fair benefit share, B: no or rare complaints; communication A: trading information B: open communication; non-opportunistic behavior A: benefit-giving agreement, B: long-term relationship in Figure 2.
Alternatives: The chart was used to select priorities from five alternatives, namely: ‘papaya supermarket’, ‘hotels’, ‘restaurants’, ‘individual customers (vegetable displays)’, ‘individual customers (consumed) in Figure 2.

Figure 3. The hierarchical structure concept of the research on “JawaRa Farm”

Note:
Criteria: The chart was used to reach the decision-making goal of the hydroponic vegetable marketing channel based on five priority elements, namely: termination cost, benefit relations, shared value, communication and non-opportunistic behavior assessed by a paired comparison scale in Figure 3.
Sub-criteria: The chart was applied to select the priority of choices (A or B) in the sub-criteria of the five criteria factors. Termination cost A: prospective customer; B: product fulfillment standard; relation benefit A: benefit, B: satisfaction and comfort; shared value A: fair benefit share, B: no or rare complaints; communication A: trading information B: open communication; non-opportunistic behavior A: benefit-giving agreement, B: long-term relationship in Figure 3.

Alternatives: The chart was utilized to select priorities from five alternatives, namely: ‘individual customers’, ‘oriental vegetable suppliers’, ‘kale suppliers’, ‘vegetable juices’ and ‘vegetable displays’ in Figure 3.

Note:
Criteria: The chart was used to reach the decision-making goal of the hydroponic vegetable marketing channel based on five priority elements, namely: termination cost, benefit relations, shared value, communication and non-opportunistic behavior assessed by a paired comparison scale in Figure 4.

Sub-criteria: The chart was employed to select the priority of choices (A or B) in the sub-criteria of the five criteria factors. Termination cost A: prospective customer; B: product fulfillment standard; relation benefit A: benefit, B: satisfaction and comfort; shared value A: fair benefit share, B: no or rare complaints; Communication A: trading information B: open communication; non-opportunistic behavior A: benefit-giving agreement, B: long-term relationship in Figure 4.
Alternatives: The charts were used to select priorities from three alternatives, namely: ‘Restaurant A’, ‘Restaurant B’ and ‘individual customers (vegetable displays)’ in Figure 4.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

The highest priority aspect in the criteria is the termination cost of the second producer, “JawaRa Farm” with a value of 0.212% as presented in Figure 5. The main factor causing “JawaRa Farm” high termination cost is the customers of “JawaRa Farm” who are very prospective, meaning that they do not intend to disconnect the relationship or look for other customers. Besides, “JawaRa Farm” always endeavors to maintain a good buying and selling relationship. The producer has the ability to provide the best prices and quality products to customers or suppliers. This is related to the statement that a marketing relationship is defined by emphasizing social ties, cooperation and joint problem solving, sharing resources and activities and building a relationship based on shared goals (Ismail, 2009; Aziz and Noor, 2013). The nature of supplier-buyer relations can be explained in three relationship constructs, namely satisfaction, trust and commitment (Dwyer et al., 1987; Batt, 2000; Batt and Wilson, 2001; Hartmann et al., 2010; Schulze et al., 2014; Aji, 2016). The lowest value held in “JawaRa Farm” is a shared value due to the lack of satisfying customers. Efforts need to be made to improve customer satisfaction, namely commitment in the company to learn the strategies for providing customer needs and service quality to create a close relationship with customers (Jiwa, 2018).

The second highest priorities are shared value and non-opportunistic behavior of the third producer, “One STOP Hydroponics”, with the same value of 0.210%, as presented in Figure 5. “Jawara Farm” and its customers have a selfless relationship and this contributes to excellent non-opportunistic aspect, for example, the ability to provide the best prices and quality products to customers or suppliers. This in accordance with Aziz and Noor (2013) who have stated that a positive relationship between transfer cost and relationship quality might indicate the fact that due to the high level of dependency on existing suppliers, retailers do not take coercive steps to ensure that the relationship fully functions with better quality. Shared value has the second-highest value because corporate social responsibility refers to all relationships that occur between a company and its stakeholders, owners, or investors, government, suppliers to competitors, which is the accordance with the research of Rudiyanto et al. (2018).

The third-highest priority is the termination cost of the first producer, “Kebunsayur Surabaya”, with a value of 0.205% as illustrated in Figure 5. The producer has a good continuous supply capability.

![Figure 5. The criteria of three producers](image-url)

The highest priority in the sub-criteria aspect is prospective customer, which is a part of the communication aspects and this is in line with Sivanandamoorthy (2012) and Jiwa (2018) who have confirmed that customers always want an effective communication with the company.
Good communication can certainly increase customers’ confidence in the company. Communication also increases interest in long-term relationships with consumers, builds company image and creates loyalty (Levy et al., 2013). In the aspect of relation benefit, the third producer, One STOP Hydroponics, appears to have the same benefit value of 0.548% as summarized in Figure 6. The second-highest priority is the open communication of the second producer, “JawaRa Farm”, with a value of 0.537%, as demonstrated in Figure 6. “JawaRa Farm” has the power in exchanging valuable information. The trust relationship is an advantageous asset for a company (Masuku and Kirsten, 2004), which arises from the constant and detailed exchange of information or recurring relational relationships between trading parties (Hartmann et al., 2010). This reflects the extent to which trading partners view other parties as honest partners (Roberts-Lombard, 2017). The third-highest priority is a sub-criteria of share value, which is a fair benefit share to “JawaRa Farm”, with a value of 0.535% as shown in Figure 6. “JawaRa Farm” has the ability to supply products in good condition and on time.

The alternative of profitable marketing channels is determined according to the calculation using AHP method. The highest priority in alternative aspect is the ‘individual customers’ (displays) of “One STOP Hydroponics” with a value of 0.338% as demonstrated in Figure 7. The ‘individual customers’ (display) of sales counts to planting so it is very profitable to the producer. The second-highest priority value is ‘restaurant’, an alternative for “One STOP Hydroponics”, represented with a value of 0.331%, as seen in Figure 7. ‘Restaurant’ needs continuous supply capability so as to provide benefits for the producer. The next priority is ‘kale supplier’, an alternative for “JawaRa Farm”, with a value of 0.242% in Figure 7. Kale is highly profitable for the producer due to its high price.

“Kebunsayur Surabaya” is a strong internal organization. The influential internal factor is their location of the plantation, which is close to the consumer (Syaifullah and Syairudin, 2016). The location of the plantation determines the freshness of vegetables. The results of the study have indicated that the respondents favor hydroponic vegetables with a freshness level < 3 days (Febrianti et al., 2019). The distribution of hydroponic vegetables in “Kebunsayur Surabaya” prioritizes ‘restaurants’ as the consumers. Supermarkets play an important role in linking...
farmers to markets through direct procurement while improving cultivation practice and participating in improving farmers’ product quality (Srimanee and Routray, 2012). The number of large traders who are involved as intermediaries in the marketing process shows a long marketing channel. The shorter the marketing channel is, the greater the profit will be, compared to the long marketing channel (Ulfa and Masyhuri, 2019). Marketing costs will be greater than the product result in a long marketing channel. This kind of situation causes inefficient marketing channels that can provide a fair price for farmers as producers and in the end will greatly influences more productive farmers (Mawardati, 2018).

“JawaRa Farm” prioritizes ‘kale suppliers’ because kale is more rewarding for the producer due to its high price. Suppliers of oriental vegetables are at the lowest position since the offered prices are very low and all types of vegetables are valued the same. The average consumers are also unable to distinguish better quality hydroponic vegetables, so they are more likely to request the same price for all vegetables, especially by considering that oriental vegetables can be found in traditional markets. Demand and supply conditions are closely related to price elasticity, the presence of substitute goods, market growth, types of goods, technology, raw materials, economies of scale and others (Abubakar et al., 2017). The producers are farmers with weak components in determining prices for shipping goods to consumers. Dependence of producers on suppliers also results in high losses if they cannot set an adequate price with following the production cost. Decision making in selecting vegetable distribution must be carefully considered for the benefit of producers. This is also to minimize the form of marketing channels that will affect the costs, profit and marketing efficiency (Erzal et al., 2016).

“One STOP Hydroponics” prioritize focuses on ‘individual customers’ (vegetable displays) because the prices are commonly calculated per stem. Hence, the price is relatively high and this is profitable for the producer. The lowest priority is given to ‘Restaurant A’ and ‘Restaurant B’, with the same value that is not much different from the value of vegetable display. “One STOP Hydroponics” does not choose many distribution locations, vegetable display and vegetable marketing because it only produces few hydroponic vegetables. There are only three locations for hydroponic vegetable distribution, namely ‘Restaurant A’, ‘Restaurant B’ and ‘individual customers’ who need vegetable displays.

An analytic hierarchy process is a basic approach to decision making. In this process, decision-makers use pairwise comparisons, which are utilized to discover alternative priorities (Ulfah, 2017). The concept of analytic hierarchy process is to change qualitative values into

![Figure 7. The marketing channel alternatives of three producers](image_url)
quantitative values, so the chosen decision can be more objective (Oelviani, 2013). The process of hierarchical analysis method provides an overview of some suitable places to continue the partnership. However, this depends on the decisions of each hydroponic vegetable producer. Business owners need to carry strategic management consisting of analyses, decisions and actions to create and maintain a competitive advantage (Widyastuti, 2017).

Increased selection of hydroponics vegetable distribution is expected to be conducted by each producer so that they can achieve better profit in accordance with the cost of producing hydroponic vegetables. In addition, the use of analytic hierarchy process is needed to read marketing business opportunities for improving balance in production. This analysis has been used by previous researchers at “Kebunsayur Surabaya” to develop their business. Previous researchers have concluded the similar point to develop hydroponic vegetable processed products and then maintain existing potential markets (Syaifullah and Syairudin, 2016). An effective marketing policy will encourage purchasing power, especially for food products. In terms of producers, an effective and efficient marketing system is one of the factors driving agricultural production. A neglected marketing system will reduce producers desire to increase production because the increase in producers income depends on the improvement of the marketing system (Anindita and Baladina, 2017).

CONCLUSIONS

The analysis of alternative marketing channel with the highest value is occupied by ‘individual customers’ (displays) at the producers of “One STOP Hydroponics”, both of which are occupied by ‘restaurants’ at the same producer, “One STOP Hydroponics”. The third is occupied by ‘kale supplier’ at “Jawara Farm”. Consumer analysis of the highest trust and commitment achieved trading information and benefits of the same value to the producers of “One STOP Hydroponics”.
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